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Body: Background: Dry powder inhalers (DPIs) have been important for management of asthmatic patients. And instruction for use of inhaler devise was effectively for control of asthma. Although inhalation technique of DPIs that inhaling fast with maximum force from start to stopping was reportedly important, effective inhalation continuous duration was unknown. In this study, we evaluate effect of instruction considering inhalation continuous duration in asthmatic patients. Methods: One hundred and thirty nine asthmatic patients who use fluticasone propionate discus or budesonide turbuhaler were studied. Insufficient peak inspiratory flow rate (PIF) and length of inspire continuous time were evaluated by discus-trainer or turbuhaler-tester or In-Check. Of 139 patients, 22 without sufficient PIF were omitted from the study. Instruction considering inhalation continuous duration was done for 117 patients and effects for forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV1.0) and peak expiratory flow rate (PEF) was evaluated. Results: In all patients groups distinguished by inhalation continuous duration before instruction, significant increase of inhalation continuous duration was found after instruction (p value of all groups were p<0.01). And Significant improvement of FEV1.0 and PEF was found after instruction in patients group with inhalation continuous time less than one second (both of FEV 1.0 and PEF, p<0.01). ConclusionIn control of asthmatic patients, instruction considering inhalation continuous duration was useful and instructing not only inhale fast and forcefully, adding “continue inhalation with deeply breath more than one second” is considered to be recommend from our results.